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◦Spirituality is a broad concept 

which encompasses the search 

for MEANING, PERSONAL 

VALUES and DEVELOPMENT, a 

SENSE OF CONNECTION to 

SOMETHING BIGGER THAN 

OURSELVES, and extends to 

the TRANSCENDENT.  





Scope of the talk……..

◦Spirituality-through human history

◦How is our health related to Spirituality

◦Practicng spirituality

Take home message at the end of the talk: 

◦Better awareness of the value of 
Spirituality in our lives. 



Savitri- Self
◦

"The unfelt Self within who is the guide,

The unknown Self above who is the goal. "



◦The only way to a 
true and lasting 
happiness is a 
complete and 
exclusive reliance 
on the Divine’s 
Grace

-The Mother(AIM Nov 1995)









SRI RAMANA MAHARSHI

◦“You attach 
too much 
importance 
to the 
body”. 





◦ “ I believe that the very 
purpose of your life is to 
seek happiness. This is 
clear. Whether one 
believes in religion or 
that religion, we all 
seeking something better 
in life. So, I Think, the 
very motion of our life is 
towards happiness.....”

“But is happiness a 
reasonable goal for most 
of us....is it really 
possible?”

“YES. I BELIEVE THAT 
HAPPINESS CAN BE 
ACHIEVED THROUGH 
TRAINING THE MIND”.



Christianity
◦ Romans:: 8,31. 

◦If God be with us, who can be against us? 
◦ Henry Francis Lyte

Lead kindly Light, amid the circling gloom, 

Lead thou me on; 

The night is dark, and I am far from home, 

Lead thou me on
Keep thou my feet; 

I do not ask to see; 

The distant scene; 

One step enough for me.   



Abraham Lincoln
◦

◦Without divine 

assistance I can not 

succeed, with it I 

can not fail. 



Marcus Aurelius (2nd Century)  

◦Man must be arched and 

buttressed from within, 

else the temple wavers 

to the dust



Joseph Addison

◦The person who has a firm 
trust in the Supreme Being is 
powerful in his power, wise 
wisdom, happy by his 
happiness. 



William James 
Every sort of energy and endurance, of 

courage and capacity for handling life’s 

evils, is set free in those who have 

religious faith.

Faith is one of the forces which men live, 

and the total absence of faith, means 

collapse. 



Sir William Osler 

Without faith, a man can not do nothing, 

with it all things are possible. 

Faith is a most precious commodity, 

without which we should be very 

badly off.





Psychological symptoms and 
physical health: influence on 
each other

MIND BODY



HEALTH PROMOTION

◦AGEING

◦VIDEO



HEALTH PROMOTION

◦Nurses Health Study



Health Care

◦SUICIDE



◦DEPRESSION



Health Care

◦Diabetes 



Health Care

◦CANCER



HEALTH CARE

◦HIV -AIDS





Cancer and Religion
◦Religious comfort correlated negatively 
with anxiety  and positively with hope.

◦Hope correlated negatively with anxiety.

◦ Patients who derive more 
comfort from religion feel 
stronger hope and  lower 
anxiety. 













Implications

◦Spirituality is essential for Human Life
◦Connect to the God above and looking inwards

◦Practices like 

◦ Prayer/Scriptures

◦ Rituals

◦ Yoga 

◦ Meditation

◦ Gratitude

◦ Living in the present- MINDFULNESS



Practice of Spirituality

◦SHRAVANA 

◦MANANA

◦NIDHIDHYASANA









THE Book of Joy –
By HIS Holiness dalai Lama and 
Archbishop DESMOND TUTU(2016)

◦The EIGHT pillars of JOY 

◦PERSPECTIVE: There are many different angles
◦HUMILITY: I tried to look humble and modest

◦HUMOUR: Laughter, joking is much better

◦ACCEPTANCE: The only place where change can begin

◦FORGIVENESS: Freeing ourselves from the past

◦GRATITUDE: I am fortunate to be alive

◦COMPASSION: Something we want to become

◦GENEROSITY: We are filled with JOY.



◦Personal 

experience



Using this knowledge in personal life

Category 1: No health problem

Category 2: Health Problem

Category 3: Serious health problem



Kalidasa.
Look to this day!

For it is life, the very life of life.

In its brief course

Lie all the varieties and realities of your existence: 

The bliss of growth, 

The glory of action,

The splendour of achievement, 

For yesterday is but a dream, 

And tomorrow is only a vision, 

But today well lived make every yesterday a dream of Happiness, 

And tomorrow a vision of HOPE. 

Look well therefore to this day!

Such is the salutation to the dawn. 



Conquering  Cancer with 
Spirituality

◦Anand Shankar Jayant

Of Hyderabad

Video








